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F 7s
FABLE [n] +
[v] FABLING, to compose or tell fictitious tales
FACELIFT [n] +
[v] FACELIFTED, FACELIFTING, FACELIFTS, to perform plastic surgery on face
FACET [n] +
[v] FACETED, FACETING, or FACETTED, FACETTING, to cut small plane surfaces on
FAGGOT [n] +
[v] FAGGOTED, FAGGOTING, FAGGOTS, to fagot (to bind together into bundles)
FAITH [n] +
[v] FAITHED, FAITHING, to believe or trust
FAMILIAR [adj] + [n] FAMILIARS, close friend or associate
FAMISHED [adj] + [v] FAMISHED, FAMISHING, FAMISHES, to suffer extreme hunger
FANCIER [adj] +
[n] FANCIERS, one that has special liking for something
FANFOLD [n] +
[v] FANFOLDED, FANFOLDING, FANFOLDS, to fold paper like fan
FANTASY [n] +
[v] FANTASIED, FANTASYING, FANTASIES, to imagine
FARCE [n] +
[v] FARCING, to fill out with witty material
FAREWELL [n] +
[v] FAREWELLED, FAREWELLING, FAREWELLS, to say goodby
FASHION [n] +
[adj] FASHIONY, fashionable, trendy
FAT [n] +
[v] FATTING, to make fat
FATIGUE [n] +
[v] FATIGUED, FATIGUING, FATIGUES, to weary (to make or become weary)
FEATHER [n] +
[v] FEATHERED, FEATHERING, FEATHERS, to cover with feathers
FEDERAL [adj] +
[n] FEDERALS, supporter of central government
FEDEX [n] +
[v] FEDEXED, FEDEXING, FEDEXES, to send by Federal Express
FELLOW [n] +
[v] FELLOWED, FELLOWING, FELLOWS, to produce equal to
FEMININE [adj] + [n] FEMININES, word or form having feminine gender
FENDER [n] +
[adj] FENDERED, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle
FEVER [n] +
[v] FEVERED, FEVERING, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)
FIBER [n] +
[adj] FIBERED, FIBER, thread or threadlike object or structure
FIG [n] +
[v] FIGGING, to adorn
FIN [n] +
[v] FINNING, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures)
FINEST [adj] +
[n] FINESTS, police pf specified city
FINITE [adj] +
[n] FINITES, something that is finite (having definite limits)
FIRMER [adj] +
[n] FIRMERS, woodworking tool
FISCAL [adj] +
[n] FISCALS, public prosecutor
FISSION [n] +
[v] FISSIONED, FISSIONING, FISSIONS, to split into parts
FISSURE [n] +
[v] FISSURED, FISSURING, FISSURES, to split
FIST [n] +
[v] FISTING, to strike with fist (hand closed tightly)
FLANGE [n] +
[v] FLANGED, FLANGING, FLANGES, to provide with protective rim
FLANNEL [n] +
[v] FLANNELED, FLANNELLED, FLANNELING, FLANNELLING, FLANNELS,
FLASHING [v] +
[n] FLASHINGS, sheet metal used in waterproofing
FLAT [adj] +
[v] FLATTED, FLATTING, to flatten
FLATFOOT [n] +
[v] FLATFOOTED, FLATFOOTING, FLATFOOTS, to walk with dragging gait
FLAVOR [n] +
[v] FLAVORED, FLAVORING, FLAVORS, to give flavor (distinctive taste) to
FLAW [n] +
[v] FLAWING, to produce flaw (imperfection) in
FLEET [n] +
[v] FLEETED, FLEETING, to move swiftly
FLEMISH [n] +
[v] FLEMISHED, FLEMISHING, FLEMISHES, to coil rope in certain manner
FLESHING [v] +
[n] FLESHINGS, distribution of lean and fat on animal
FLIGHT [n] +
[v] FLIGHTED, FLIGHTING, to fly in flock
FLIMSY [adj] +
[n] FLIMSIES, thin paper
FLINT [n] +
[v] FLINTED, FLINTING, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock)

to cover with flannel (soft fabric)
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FLORAL [adj] +
FLOWER [n] +
FLUKE [n] +
FLUME [n] +
FLURRY [n] +
FLUTING [v] +
FLUX [n] +
FLYSPECK [n] +
FOB [n] +
FODDER [n] +
FOLIAGE [n] +
FOLIO [n] +
FOND [adj] +
FONDLING [v] +
FORAY [n] +
FOREST [n] +
FORTRESS [n] +
FORTUNE [n] +
FOUGHT [v] +
FOUNDER [n] +
FOUNTAIN [n] +
FRACTION [n] +
FRANCE [n] +
FRAUGHT [adj] +
FREAK [n] +
FRECKLE [n] +
FREIGHT [n] +
FRENCH [n] +
FRENETIC [adj] +
FRENZY [n] +
FRESCO [n] +
FRESH [adj] +
FRIENDLY [adj] +
FRIGHT [n] +
FRILL [n] +
FRINGE [n] +
FRIT [n] +
FROCK [n] +
FROG [n] +
FROND [n] +
FRONTAL [adj] +
FUGUE [n] +
FULL [adj] +
FULLER [adj] +
FUN [n] +
FUN [n] +

[n] FLORALS, design having flowers
[v] FLOWERED, FLOWERING, FLOWERS, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants)
[v] FLUKING, to obtain by chance
[v] FLUMING, to convey by means of artificial water channel
[v] FLURRIED, FLURRYING, FLURRIES, to confuse
[n] FLUTING, FLUTINGS, series of parallel grooves
[v] FLUXING, to melt
[v] FLYSPECKED, FLYSPECKING, FLYSPECKS, to mark with minute spots
[v] FOBBING, to deceive
[v] FODDERED, FODDERING, FODDERS, to feed with coarse food
[adj] FOLIAGED, growth of leaves of plant
[v] FOLIOED, FOLIOING, to number pages of
[v] FONDING, to display affection
[n] FONDLING, FONDLINGS, one that is fondled (to caress)
[v] FORAYED, FORAYING, to raid
[v] FORESTED, FORESTING, FORESTS, to convert into forest (densely wooded area)
[v] FORTRESSED, FORTRESSING, FORTRESSES, to fortify (to strengthen against attack)
[v] FORTUNED, FORTUNING, FORTUNES, to endow with wealth
[adj] FOUGHTEN, exhausted especially from fighting
[v] FOUNDERED, FOUNDERING, FOUNDERS, to become disabled
[v] FOUNTAINED, FOUNTAINING, FOUNTAINS, to flow like fountain (spring of water)
[v] FRACTIONED, FRACTIONING, FRACTIONS, to divide into portions
[v] FRANCIZED, FRANCIZING, FRANCIZES, to force to adopt French customs and language

[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]

FRAUGHTED, FRAUGHTING, FRAUGHTS, to load down
FREAKED, FREAKING, FREAKS, to streak with color
FRECKLED, FRECKLING, FRECKLES, to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots)
FREIGHTED, FREIGHTING, FREIGHTS, to load with goods for transportation

[v] FRENCH, FRENCHED, FRENCHING, FRENCHES, to cut into thin strips before cooking

[n] FRENETICS, frantic person
[v] FRENZIED, FRENZYING, FRENZIES, to make frantic
[v] FRESCOED, FRESCOING, FRESCOS, FRESCOES, to paint on surface of plaster
[v] FRESHED, FRESHING, FRESHES, to freshen
[n] FRIENDLY, FRIENDLIES, one who is friendly
[v] FRIGHTED, FRIGHTING, FRIGHTS, to frighten
[v] FRILLED, FRILLING, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge)
[v] FRINGED, FRINGING, FRINGES, to provide with fringe (ornamental border)
[v] FRITTED, FRITTING, to fuse into vitreous substance
[v] FROCKED, FROCKING, to clothe in long, loose outer garment
[v] FROGGED, FROGGING, hunt frogs (web-footed tailless amphibians)
[adj] FRONDED, FROND, type of leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants)
[n] FRONTALS, bone of skull
[v] FUGUING, to compose fugue (type of musical composition)
[v] FULLING, to shrink and thicken, as cloth
[v] FULLERED, FULLERING, FULLERS, to groove with type of hammer
[adj] FUNNEST, providing enjoyment
[v] FUNNING, to act playfully
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FUNGAL [adj] +
[n] FUNGALS, fungus
FUNGIBLE [adj] + [n] FUNGIBLES, something that may be exchanged for equivalent unit of same class
FUNK [n] +
[v] FUNKING, to shrink back in fear
FUR [n] +
[v] FURRING, to cover with fur (dressed animal pelt)
FURNACE [n] +
[v] FURNACED, FURNACING, FURNACES, to subject to heat
FURRIER [adj] +
[n] FURRIERS, one that deals in furs
FURROW [n] +
[adj] FURROWY, marked by furrows
FURTHER [adv & adj] + [v] FURTHERED, FURTHERING, FURTHERS, to help forward
FUZZ [n] +
[v] FUZZING, to become fuzzy (blurry)
G 7s
GADGET [n] +
[adj] GADGETY, GADGETIER, GADGETIEST, GADGET, mechanical device
GAIT [n] +
[v] GAITING, to train horse to move in certain way
GALLANT [adj] +
[v] GALLANTED, GALLANTING, GALLANTS, to court woman
GALLERY [n] +
[v] GALLERIED, GALLERYING, GALLERIES, to provide with long, covered area
GALOSH [n] +
[adj] GALOSHED, overshoe
GANGRENE [n] + [v] GANGRENED, GANGRENING, GANGRENES, to suffer loss of tissue in part of body
GAP [n] +
[v] GAPPING, to make opening in
GARAGE [n] +
[v] GARAGED, GARAGING, GARAGES, to put in garage (car shelter)
GARB [n] +
[v] GARBING, to clothe
GARBAGE [n] +
[adj] GARBAGEY, GARBAGE, food waste
GARLAND [n] +
[v] GARLANDED, GARLANDING, GARLANDS, to deck with wreathes of flowers
GARLIC [n] +
[v] GARLICKED, GARLICKING, GARLICS, to season with garlic (herb used in cooking)
GARMENT [n] +
[v] GARMENTED, GARMENTING, GARMENTS, to clothe
GARTER [n] +
[v] GARTERED, GARTERING, GARTERS, to fasten with elastic band
GASKET [n] +
[adj] GASKETED, packing for making something fluid-tight
GAUNTLET [n] +
[v] GAUNTLETED, GAUNTLETING, GAUNTLETS, to gantlet (to overlap railroad tracks)
GAWKY [adj] +
[n] GAWKIES, awkward person
GAZETTE [n] +
[v] GAZETTED, GAZETTING, GAZETTES, to announce in official journal
GEM [n] +
[v] GEMMING, to adorn with gems
GENDER [n] +
[v] GENDERED, GENDERING, GENDERS, to engender (to bring into existence)
GENTLE [adj] +
[v] GENTLED, GENTLING, GENTLES, to tame (to make it tame)
GEWGAW [n] +
[adj] GEWGAWED, showing trinket
GEYSER [n] +
[v] GEYSERED, GEYSERING, GEYSERS, to eject jets of hot water and steam
GHETTO [n] +
[v] GHETTOED, GHETTOING, GHETTOS, GHETTOES, to isolate in slum
GHOST [n] +
[v] GHOSTED, GHOSTING, to haunt
GIFT [n] +
[v] GIFTING, to present with gift (something given without charge)
GILLNET [n] +
[v] GILLNETTED, GILLNETTING, GILLNETS, to gill (to catch fish with type of net)
GIMLET [n] +
[v] GIMLETED, GIMLETING. GIMLETS, to pierce with boring tool
GIMMICK [n] +
[v] GIMMICKED, GIMMICKING, GIMMICKS, to provide with gimmick (novel or tricky feature)
GINGER [n] +
[v] GINGERED, GINGERING, GINGERS, to flavor with ginger (pungent spice)
GIPSY [n] +
[v] GIPSIED, GIPSYING, GIPSIES, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer))
GIRTH [n] +
[v] GIRTHED, GIRTHING, to encircle
GLAD [adj] +
[v] GLADDED, GLADDING, to gladden
GLAMOUR [n] +
[v] GLAMOURED, GLAMOURING, GLAMOURS, to bewitch
GLASS [n] +
[v] GLASSED, GLASSING, GLASSES, to encase in glass (transparent substance)
GLITZ [n] +
[v] GLITZED, GLITZING, GLITZES, to make flashy in appearance
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GLOBE [n] +
GLOBULAR [adj] +
GLOOM [n] +
GLOVE [n] +
GLUT [n] +
GOAL [n] +
GOATEE [n] +
GOD [n] +
GOGGLE [n] +
GOITER [n] +
GOLD [n] +
GOLDEN [n] +
GOTHIC [adj] +
GRADUAL [adj] +
GRAFFITI [n] +
GRASS [n] +
GRAVE [n] +
GRAVER [adj] +
GREECE [n] +
GREENING [v] +
GRIDDLE [n] +
GRIDIRON [n] +
GRIME [n] +
GRIND [n] +
GROIN [n] +
GROMMET [n] +
GROSSER [adj] +
GROTTO [n] +
GROUCH [n] +
GROWTH [n] +
GRUEL [n] +
GRUEL [n] +
GRUELING [adj] +
GRUFF [adj] +
GRUMP [n] +
GUEST [n] +
GUILE [n] +
GUILT [n] +
GUISE [n]
GULF [n] +
GULL [n] +
GULLY [n] +
GUMSHOE [n] +
GUNFIGHT [n] +
GUNKHOLE [n] +
GUNNING [v] +

[v] GLOBING, to form into perfectly round body
[n] GLOBULARS, spherical cluster of stars
[v] GLOOMED, GLOOMING, to become dark
[v] GLOVING, to furnish with gloves (hand coverings)
[v] GLUTTING, to feed or fill to excess
[v] GOALING, to score goal (point-scoring play in some games)
[adj] GOATEED, small pointed beard
[v] GODDING, to treat as god (supernatural being)
[v] GOGGLED, GOGGLING, GOGGLES, to state with wide eyes
[adj] GOITERED, GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland
[adj] GOLDEST, golden
[adv] GOLDENLY, color of gold
[n] GOTHICS, style of printing
[n] GRADUALS, hymn sung in alternate parts
[v] GRAFFITIED, GRAFFITIING, GRAFFITING, GRAFFITIS, to draw graffiti on
[v] GRASSED, GRASSING, GRASSES, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants)
[v] GRAVING, to engrave
[n] GRAVERS, engraver
[v] GRECIZED, GRAECIZED, GRECIZING, GRAECIZING, GRECIZES, GRAECIZES, to provide with Greek style

[n] GREENINGS, variety of apple
[v] GRIDDLED, GRIDDLING, GRIDDLES, to cook on flat pan
[v] GRIDIRONED, GRIDIRONING, GRIDIRONS, to mark off in squares
[v] GRIMING, to make dirty
[v] GRINDED, GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction
[v] GROINED, GROINING, to build with intersecting arches
[v] GROMMETED, GROMMETING, GROMMETS, to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal
[n] GROSSERS, product yielding large volume of business [n]
[adj] GROTTOED, cave
[v] GROUCHED, GROUCHING, GROUCHES, to complain
[adj] GROWTHY, GROWTHIER, GROWTHIEST, fast-growing
[n] GRUELER, GRUELERS, GRUELLER, GRUELLERS, one that gruels (to disable by hard work)) [n -S]

[v]
[n]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[n]

GRUELED, GRUELLED, GRUELING, GRUELLING, GRUEL, to disable by hard work
GRUELINGS, exhausting experience
GRUFFED, GRUFFING, to utter in gruff (low and harsh in speech) voice
GRUMPED, GRUMPING, to complain
GUESTED, GUESTING, to appear as visitor
GUILING, to beguile (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)
GUILTED, GUILTING, to cause (someone) to feel guilty (worthy of fame for offense)
GUISING, to disguise (to alter appearance of)
GULFING, to swallow up
GULLING, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)
GULLIED, GULLYING, GULLIES, to form ravines by action of water
GUMSHOED, GUMSHOEING, GUMSHOES, to investigate stealthily
GUNFOUGHT, GUNFIGHTING, GUNFIGHTS, to fight with guns
GUNKHOLED, GUNKHOLING, GUNKHOLES, to make series of short boat trips
GUNNINGS, sport of hunting with gun
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GUTTER [n] +
GUTTER [n] +
GUTTURAL [adj]
GYPSY [n] +

[adj] GUTTERY, marked by extreme vulgarity or indecency
[v] GUTTERED, GUTTERING, GUTTERS, to form channels for draining off water
+ [n] GUTTURALS, throaty sound
[v] GYPSIED, GYPSYING, GYPSIES, to live like gypsy (wanderer)
H 7s
HABIT [n] +
[v] HABITED, HABITING, to clothe or dress
HAGGARD [adj] + [n] HAGGARDS, adult hawk
HALLAL [adj] +
[v] HALLALED, HALLALING, HALLALS, prepared according to Islamic law
HALO [n] +
[v] HALOING, to form halo (ring of light)
HANDHELD [adj] + [n] HANDHELDS, something held in hand
HANDLING [v] +
[n] HANDLINGS, manner in which something is handled
HANGAR [n] +
[v] HANGARED, HANGARING, HANGARS, to place in aircraft shelter
HARDCORE [adj] + [n] HARDCORES, hard material used in foundations
HASP [n] +
[v] HASPING, to fasten with clasp
HASTE [n] +
[v] HASTING, to hasten
HAT [n] +
[v] HATTING, to provide with hat (covering for head)
HAVEN [n] +
[v] HAVENED, HAVENING, to shelter
HAVOC [n] +
[v] HAVOCKED, HAVOCKING, to destroy
HAWTHORN [n] + [adj] HAWTHORNY, thorny shrub
HAZARD, [n] +
[v] HAZARDED, HAZARDING, HAZARDS, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)))
HEADACHE [n] + [adj] HEADACHY, HEADACHIER, HEADACHIEST, having headache
HEARSE [n] +
[v] HEARSED, HEARSING, HEARSES, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses)
HEART [n] +
[v] HEARTED, HEARTING, to hearten
HEBREW [n] +
[v] HEBRAIZE, HEBRAIZED, HEBRAIZING, HEBRAIZES, to make Hebrew
HECTIC [adj]
[n] HECTICS, fever accompanied by flushed cheeks
HEFT [n] +
[v] HEFTING, to lift up
HEIR [n] +
[v] HEIRING, to inherit (to receive by legal succession)
HELL [n] +
[v] HELLING, to behave raucously
HELLO [interj] +
[v] HELLOED, HELLOING, HELLOES, to greet
HELMET [n] +
[v] HELMETED, HELMETING, HELMETS, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head)
HENNA [n] +
[v] HENNAED, HENNAING, to dye with reddish coloring
HERBAGE [n] +
[adj] HERBAGED, HERBAGE, nonwoody plant life
HICCUP [n] +
[adj] HICCUPY, HICCUPIER, HICCUPIEST, having hiccups (spasmodic inhalations)
HIGHBALL [n] +
[v] HIGHBALLED, HIGHBALLING, HIGHBALLS, to go at full speed
HILL [n] +
[v] HILLING, to form into hill (rounded elevation)
HIP [n] +
[v] HIPPING, to build up type of roof
HOMAGE [n] +
[v] HOMAGED, HOMAGING, HOMAGES, to pay tribute to
HOMEBRED [adj] + [n] HOMEBREDS, native athlete
HOMEPORT [n] + [v] HOMEPORTED, HOMEPORTING, HOMEPORTS, to assign ship to port
HOMESPUN [adj] + [n] HOMESPUNS, loosely woven fabric
HONCHO [n] +
[v] HONCHOED, HONCHOING, HONCHOES, to take charge of
HONEY [n] +
[v] HONEYED, HONEYING, to sweeten with honey (sweet viscid fluid)
HONORARY [adj] + [n] HONORARIES, honor society
HOOP [n] +
[v] HOOPING, to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal)
HOORAH [interj] + [v] HOORAHED, HOORAHING, HOORAHS, to hurrah (to cheer)
HOORAY [interj] + [v] HOORAYED, HOORAYING, HOORAYS, to hurrah (to cheer)
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HOOVER [n] +
[v] HOOVERED, HOOVERING, HOOVERS, to clean with vacuum cleaner
HOPEFUL [adj] + [n] HOPEFULS, one that aspires
HORDE [n] +
[v] HORDING, to gather in large group
HORN [n] +
[n] HORNINGS, mock serenade for newlyweds
HORN [n] +
[v] HORNINGS to form horn (hard projection of head) [v]
HORRIBLE [adj] + [n] HORRIBLES, Something that causes horror
HOSTESS [n] +
[v] HOSTESSED, HOSTESSING, HOSTESSES, to act as hostess (woman who entertains socially)
HOSTILE [adj] +
[n] HOSTILES, unfriendly person
HOT [adj] +
[v] HOTTING, to heat
HOTDOG [n] +
[v] HOTDOGGED, HOTDOGGING, HOTDOGS, to perform showily
HOTHOUSE [n] + [v] HOUTHOUSED, HOUTHOUSES, to grow in hothouse (heated greenhouse)
HOURLY [adj & adv] + [n] HOURLIES, worker paid by hour
HOVEL [n] +
[v] HOVELED, HOVELLED, HOVELING, HOVELLING, to live in small, miserable dwelling
HOWDY [interj] + [v] HOWDIED, HOWDYING, HOWDIES, to greet with words “how do you do”
HUCKSTER [n] +
[v] HUCKSTERED, HUCKSTERING, HUCKSTERS, to peddle (to travel about selling wares)
HUMBLER [adj] + [n] HUMBLERS, one that humbles (to reduce pride of)
HUMBUG [n] +
[v] HUMBUGGED, HUMBUGGING, HUMBUGS, to deceive
HUMDRUM [adj] + [n] HUMDRUMS, dull, boring person
HUN [n] +
[adj] HUNNISH, HUN, barbarous, destructive person
HUSBAND [n] +
[v] HUSBANDED, HUSBANDING, HUSBANDS, to spend wisely
HUT [n] +
[v] HUTTING, to live in hut (simple shelter)
HYGIENIC [adj] + [n] HYGIENICS, science of health
HYMN [n] +
[v] HYMNING, to sing hymn (song of praise to God)
HYPHEN [n] +
[v] HYPHENED, HYPHENING, HYPHENS, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation)
HYPNOTIC [adj] + [n] HYPNOTICS, sleep-inducing drug
HYPO [n] +
[v] HYPOING, to inject with hypodermic needle
I 7s
ICICLE [n] +
[adj] ICICLED, hanging spike of ice
IMMATURE [adj] + [n] IMMATURES, individual that is not fully grown or developed
IMMORTAL [n] +
[v] IMMORTALS, one who is not subject to death
IMMUNE [adj] +
[n] IMMUNES, one who is protected from disease
IMPERIAL [adj] + [n] IMPERIALS, emperor or empress
IMPOTENT [adj] + [n] IMPOTENTS, one that is powerless
IMPULSE [n] +
[v] IMPULSED, IMPULSING, IMPULSES, to give impetus to
INBRED [adj] +
[n] INBREDS, product of inbreeding
INCISOR [n] +
[adj] INCISORY, adapted for cutting
INCOMING [adj] + [n] INCOMINGS, arrival
INDIGENT [adj] + [n] INDIGENTS, needy person
INEXPERT [adj] + [n] INEXPERTS, novice
INFERIOR [adj] + [n] INFERIORS, one of lesser rank
INFINITE [adj] +
[n] INFINITES, something that has no limits
INFIRM [adj] +
[v] INFIRMED, INFIRMING, INFIRMS, to weaken or destroy validity of
INGOT [n] +
[v] INGOTED, INGOTING, to shape into convenient form for storage
INLET [n] +
[v] INLETTING, to insert
INNOCENT [adj] + [n] INNOCENTS, innocent person
INNUENDO [n] + [v] INNUENDOED, INNUENDOING, INNUENDOS or INNUENDOES, to make derogatory implication
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INSOLENT [adj] +
INSTANCE [n] +
INSULAR [adj] +
INSURED [v + adj] +
INTAGLIO [n] +
INTENDED [v] +
INTERNAL [adj] +
INTRIGUE [n] +
INVALID [n] +
IRIS [n] +
IRONCLAD [adj] +
IRONING [v] +
ISLAND [v] +
ISLET [n] +
ITEM [n] +
IVORY [n] +
JACKET [n] +
JALOUSIE [n] +
JAMB [n] +
JAPAN [n] +
JAPAN [n] +
JAPAN [n] +
JARGON [n] +
JAUNDICE [n] +
JAVELIN [n] +
JAWBONE [n] +
JEEP [n] +
JELLY [n] +
JERSEY [n] +
JEWEL [n] +
JOIST [n] +
JOLLIER [adj] +
JONES [n] +
JUG [n] +
JUNGLE [n] +
JUNIOR [n] +
JUST [adj] +

[n] INSOLENTS, extremely rude person
[v] INSTANCED, INSTANCING, INSTANCES, to cite as example
[n] INSULARS, islander
[n] INSUREDS, INSURED, one who is insured
[v] INTAGLIOED, INTAGLIOING, INTAGLIOS, to engrave in intaglio
[n] INTENDEDS, spouse-to-be
[n] INTERNALS, inner attribute
[v] INTRIGUED, INTRIGUING, INTRIGUES, to arouse curiosity of
[v] INVALIDED, INVALIDING, INVALIDS, to disable physically
[v] IRISING, to give form of rainbow
[n] IRONCLADS, armored warship
[n] IRONINGS, clothes pressed or to be pressed
[v] ISLANDED, ISLANDING, ISLANDS, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water)
[adj] ISLETED , ISLET, small island [adj]
[v] ITEMING, to itemize (to set down particulars of)
[adj] IVORIED, hard white substance found in elephant tusks
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[v] JACKETED, JACKETING, JACKETS, to provide with jacket (short coat)
[adj] JALOUSIED, type of window
[v] JAMBING, to jam (to force together tightly)
[v] JAPANIZED, JAPANIZING, JAPANIZES, to make Japanese
[n] JAPANNER, one that japans (to coat with glossy, black lacquer)
[v] JAPANNED, JAPANNING, to coat with glossy, black lacquer
[v] JARGONED, JARGONING, JARGONS, to speak or write obscure and often pretentious kind of language
[v] JAUNDICED, JAUNDICING, JAUNDICES, to prejudice unfavorably
[v] JAVELINED, JAVELINING, JAVELINS, to pierce with javelin (light spear)
[v] JAWBONED, JAWBONING, JAWBONES, to attempt to convince
[v] JEEPING, to travel by small type of motor vehicle
[v] JELLIED, JELLYING, JELLIES, to make into jelly (soft, semisolid substance)
[adj] JERSEYED, JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt
[v] JEWELED, JEWELLED, JEWELING, JEWELLING, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones)
[v] JOISTED, JOISTING, to support with horizontal beams
[n] JOLLIERS, one who puts others in good humor
[v] JONESED, JONESING, JONESES, to have strong craving for something
[v] JUGGING, to put into jug (large, deep container with narrow mouth and handle)
[adj] JUNGLED, land covered with dense tropical vegetation
[v] JUNIORED, JUNIORING, JUNIORS, person who is younger than another
[v] JUSTING, to joust

